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Education and culture

Speaker Annette-Wozny-Koepp talks about trip to volcanic island
"Iceland - Breathtaking natural wonders marvel", under this title the VHS invites on
Tuesday, March 15, 7.30 p.m., in the Media Center/ Old Station Bocholt, Hindenburgstr. 5.
Speaker is Annette-Wozny-Koepp.

Last semester, frequent traveler Annette Wozny-Koepp already captivated her audience
with a travelogue about Iceland. Now follows on Tuesday, March 15, 7:30 p.m. a second
lecture about this multifaceted island, this time titled "Iceland - Marveling at Breathtaking
Natural Wonders" .

Iceland is the world's largest volcanic island and Reykjavik is the world's northernmost
capital. This picture tour of Iceland will focus on the fascinating features of this rugged
island and its inhabitants. Already in a lecture in the autumn 2021 the globetrotter Annette
Wozny-Koepp described impressive experiences, which she experienced during her journey
of several weeks on Iceland on invitation of the VHS.

While the first part of the Iceland lecture focused mainly on the east and south with its
natural wonders, the focus of this follow-up lecture is concentrated on the west and north.
The journey leads through lonely and exposed passages of the country, takes the audience
on a glacier hike, to "whale watching" and bird watching, even high on horseback on the
back of Icelandic horses is on the way.

Unique are the baths in hot springs and impressive hikes through bizarre colorful volcanic
landscapes, where it is constantly bubbling and a distinctive smell accompanies you.
Nature as pure and unadulterated as in Iceland is becoming rarer and rarer! In addition, the
Koepp couple had the good fortune to experience Iceland during the Corona season almost
free of tourists, so that they could enjoy and capture impressive photo motifs in peace and
quiet.

Registration on the Internet

The participation fee of 6,- € (reduced 5,- €) can be paid at the box office, alternatively a
registration in advance via internet is possible. At the entrance a 3G proof is to be
produced.

Click here for the offer on the website of the Adult Education Center.

VHS lecture about breathtaking natural wonders in Iceland

https://www.vhs-bocholt.de/programm/detailsuche/kurs/Island-Atemberaubende-Naturwunder-bestaunen/BN1203#inhalt
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Referentin Annette Wozny-Koepp zeigt in ihrem Vortrag Aufnahmen aus Island.
© Annette Wozny-Koepp
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